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WHICH WE CAN OFFER YOU "UNWORTHY NEWS".

It is not ETHICAL, it is more typical of people who

are not honest and without values, NON-MORAL,

that some relatives manipulate (and "lather")

an old 90-year-old grandfather to leave

the legitimate inheritance

of an uncle, his son of that old man,

to his granddaughter.

This is called

ABUSE,

HARASSMENT

o



REAL ESTATE 

MOBBING

or

HERITAGE 

HARASSMENT

Hostal Santa Clara Estartit



They are like "Mora's dog,

that's falls in love

with everything"

(Catalan proverb).

Hostal Santa Clara Estartit



* Since I was a child my father PROMISED

me that for me it would be the property of shops.

And not only once,

but MANY TIMES.

It was very clear !!



* A first testament was made where

there was such a promise.

* Later I had a DONATION OF

22.5% of "such" property or promise.

* In case it was not enough, in a second testament

or will, the same promise was embodied.



But in the meantime with the arrival

of the new neighbor who drinks,

my brother's partner,

abuse, discussions

and conflicts arrive.

And who has to pay for the "fuss"? 

Well, who doesn't make it. 

And the one of "good faith" left them

and offered to take the place (bar cantonada),

that should be a music store.

http://bars-lestartit.emiweb.es/


And between discussion and discussion by

drunkenness and for a lot of more messes, 

"Mora's dog" appears. 

The opportunity of

TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF

the disagreement

...created by the "bottle-empty",



and that the "Mora dog" takes advantage

and fall in love with what I was promised

(embodied in two testaments or wills and

starting with a first donation).

"OPPORTUNIST 

AND

INTERESTED",

She's well 

portrayed.



That is to say, that it ends up being granted

HOSTAL SANTA CLARA L'ESTARTIT



(in the second testament -

in which 50%, half of it is taken from me)

a great real estate near the bridge of Torroella.



By the way, half part was from the father

and half part from the mother.

Then this second testament or will was used

to "coax" the mother to sign

and leave her will in the name

to the granddaughter,

although, if you talk to my mother now

she would tell you that 

"I DON'T WANT IT SO

AND I WANT TO GIVE MY

PART TO MY SON "(normal),

because the granddaughter 



HAS NOT HAPPENED

NOT ONLY ONE NIGHT AT HOME

WITH MY FATHER AND MOTHER

-SHE'S FROM ANOTHER HOUSE,

FROM SANTA CLARA 

(HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT).

Santa Clara Hostal Estartit



I've always been registered in the adresse where

my father and mother have been and 

I've always lived with them, living day to day and

under the same roof,

can't be said it by any other person,

neither brother nor any descendant of him.

It is impossible to explain here what I have come

to do for my parents. Those who really know me

can tell you.



Also the father, or grandfather, leaves to that

granddaughter two floors where his father

lived in with the woman who drinks

(and I think they cannot get rid of her) ..

We keep counting ..., this last year has been closed

a great hotel in Estartit and it ends up selling.

A server who writes this and that



all his live has been living with his parents

(both at the hotel and at home later),

I don't see any money.

I don't want them either.

They didn't promise me

(it should fall from my brother's side),

and I respect him and

I have not asked for anything

I won't even ask them.

People have to be honest and respectful

(I don't dedicate myself like others

to creating discomfort wanting 

something doesn't promised or

what has been promised

to someone else)



But now that the hotel has been sold,

now it turns out that they 

look at DEAL OUT

(DISTRIBUTE) the PROMISE 

that father made me.

That was done to me

(Mora's dog appears).





In red colour the hotel sold and

in blue the "promise" to the son.

Yes! distribute or deal up the farm so big

on the Torroella bridge, flats and the hotel money,

this does not enter in the deal up.

Do you really think they talk

about sharing or deal up ??

What is a distribution or deal up???

(Very clever idea)

They also want a third part

that my father promised me of a camping,

although he already left them a third.

The other third is from a cousin.





They also have a field where there is part

of an airfield, ultralight airplanes.

The father will leave them.



In the same way that they are distributed,

THEN, WE CAN 

DEAL UP "EVERYTHING" !!!

(NOT JUST THE MINE)

Are they include what

will leave by mother

 and grandmother? ...

https://hostal-santa-clara-estartit.jimdosite.com/


will not include

not even Santa Clara Hostal,

HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT



not even the building

of the church street, 

Hostal Santa Clara Estartit



neither the building or

real estate of Dr. Fleming's square 



And garages, etc.

Isn't Mora's dog very smart?

Or female dogs?

And too malicious?

And while a server has to live

with a small unworthy pension,

needs social services help,



I have never received any money from the donation 

of 22,5% (being my property) despite having requested 

it the last 3 years by necessity.

...and the grandsons good cars, travels and that

they make a living with good jobs and

also with what they earn with the hostal.

"AND DON'T STOP

"BUTTER UP" 

TO GRANDFATHER
(very few days after burying

to the neighbor, grandfather's son

and father of grandchildren,

they were in Sant Feliu de Boada



in a well-known restaurant

giving a great "banquet".

The parents were two days

with bellyache and diarrhea

when come back to the 

geriatric residence

-What a duel!).

GOING TO BUTTER UP,

LICK AND FLATTER HIM



AND AFTER GOING TO

"SQUEEZE OUT ME".

Oh, and at the funeral, at Mass,

I was going to play on the organ

"El cant dels ocells"

("The song of the Birds", song

popularized by cellist Pau Casals)

in order to offer a dignified funeral

to family neighbor,

but from the Santa Clara they didn't want to,

although the father (grandfather) was agreed.



Let the VILLAGE know 

how they are

and what they do.

They will not silence us.

WE WILL NOT SHUT UP, NEVER!



Hostal Santa Clara Estartit Center



We will denounce it and we will not stop against

this IMPUNITY even if it takes 20 years.

Ah, it is quite bad taste to put portraits (photos)

of the grandchildren while the portrait of the son along

with the parents disappears, this in the geriatric residence.

"Cheeks" are not lacking.



Not all the places where you fit is where you belong

A Catalan proverb says:

"THEY WILL COME OUT AND

FROM YOUR HOUSE,

THEY WILL PICK YOU OUT ".

Santa Clara Hostal l'Estartit



Hostal Santa Clara Restaurant Estartit



What can we say to these "relatives" 

that make us "real estate or property bullying" ???

Well, what Apel·les Mestres,

the great poet, cartoonist and musician,

wrote in an emblematic poetry:

YOU WILL NOT PASS!

(NO PASSAREU! in catalan,

also called

"the Song of the Invaded",

It was a hymn for many republicans

who fought against fascism

in the civil war)



Who wants to listen to the poem

in the following link will find

the song in Xavier Ribalta's version,

click here.

To read the poem click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1GeKieKtn_Q
https://no-passareu-apel-les-mestres.webnode.com/english/


Restaurant Santa Clara Estartit





Hostal Santa Clara Estartit



LET LIVE IN PEACE 

LET LIVE IN PEACE !!! 



TO HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT

VIDEO HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT

Hostal Santa Clara Estartit in englishHostal Santa Clara Estartit in english

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PL29mHMENJs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCai3JOjoi6wQsqBGQOB6qkw


Hostal Santa Clara l'Estartit





HOSTAL SANTA CLARA L'ESTARTIT

LET LIVE IN PEACE

STOP ABUSE

HOSTAL SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT

HOSTALS HOTELS HOSTALES PENSIONES

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANTE SANTA CLARA

L'ESTARTIT ALOJAMIENTOS.

Habitacions. Habitaciones, Hostales,

Chambres, Rooms, Zimmer, Kamers.

HOSTAL SANTA CLARA L'ESTARTIT FAMILIAR...

MOLT FAMILIAR, L'HOSTAL SANTA CLARA (ESTARTIT).

SANTA CLARA HOSTEL ESTARTIT

PENSIÓN SANTA CLARA ESTARTIT**

HOSTALES ESTARTIT

HOSTAL DE SANTA CLARA L'ESTARTIT

Contact: no.passareu.pas@gmail.com

mailto:no.passareu.pas@gmail.com


A last popular saying

(Applicable or not like all others,

judge for yourselves):

https://www.facebook.com/Santa-Clara-Estartit-Pensi%C3%B3-Hostal-112312067159979/?ti=as
https://mobile.twitter.com/SantaClaraHosta
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZwAyFsBbsA
https://vimeo.com/402882007


https://vimeo.com/402882007
https://instagram.com/santaclaraestartit?igshid=paaeye5cxpiu
https://www.flickr.com/photos/188618041@N04/
https://pin.it/1MAYYpx
http://hostal-santa-clara-estartit.emiweb.es/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=724xnbsZ5-w


Hostal Santa Clara l'Estartit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=724xnbsZ5-w
http://hostal-santa-clara-estartit.emiweb.es/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=724xnbsZ5-w
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